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I have the same problem. I can't download any updates for any of my three browsers since yesterday. Google Chrome and Opera are working fine, but Firefox is not. I've tried updating it manually, by going to the official site, and by going through the AdAway program for Firefox. In all cases, none of them worked. After only a few days into using the 3.8 version, I'm not impressed at all. I'm not able to sync my settings and bookmarks, I'm getting a lot of "We can't connect to the
server at support.mozilla.org" messages, and I have no idea why. I'm on Windows 10. I can give you an essay length explanation of this, but consider it an impossible challenge. I'm a huge security nut, but I'm also a big fan of Chrome. However, while I love Chrome on Windows, there is a Fedora version. It starts up just like Chrome (just a different look/feel), and is basically Chrome and Chrome's Edge . Chrome, Edge, and Firefox simply arent very good at JavaScript / Flash , have

horrible UI designs, etc. that make it a MacOS containerization compared to Linux (the vast majority) that are OS containers that allow you to work with a Web browser that you can live with. Despite Chrome's recent missteps, it has a very secure implementation, with many people working on Chrome who are security experts. While I don't agree with their policy of not allowing back ports to their browser, I also don't like giving up any functionality, including other plugins, just
because a company wants to re-assign the functionality to their own product. Anyone who dislikes Firefox can use the open source version, and
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You can also use the Properties and Permissions dialogs to gain a better understanding of how your browser stores data. On the New Tab page, for example, the Properties and Permissions window lets you see how many web pages the browser has stored in both your local and your online caches. This information helps you to manage and delete
the data Firefox stores for each website you visit. Mozilla Firefox 3.8 is built with a fresh new look. Firefox 3.8 brings to your browser an updated interface that makes it faster and easier to use. The new taskbar adds visual elements that highlight features of Firefox and give you quick access to important browser controls. The default bookmarks
toolbar is easier to use than ever. We've also redesigned the Look and Feel and made it easier for you to customize your browser to your liking. Because every new version of Firefox tends to not work well with old extensions, I suggest doing a restore (take a copy of the FireFox folder if you're very particular with your settings). Even if all your

extension has worked just fine with previous versions, it is still possible that some extensions have a conflict with the new version of Firefox. Hi, I have a similar problem and I was wondering if anyone else was having the same issue. I am using Seamonkey 2.52 and after I downloaded the 3.8 version my internet speed was significantly faster and I
was not being prompted to download the usual updates. I actually stopped updating after that and 3.8 was working just fine. I came across the 3.8 error and went through all the steps you suggested and none of them worked. Is there a way to do a restore? I tried manually deleting the files and folders without success. My internet speed is still

significantly faster than it used to be so is this a possibility? 5ec8ef588b
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